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List of abbreviations
ADR

Adverse Drug Reaction

BRCA

BReast CAncer gene

CCM

Corneal Confocal Microscopy

CME

Continuing Medical Education

CML

Chronic Myeloid Leukemia

CPD

Continuing Professional Development

DN

Diabetic Neuropathy

EGFR

Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor

HBKU

Hamad Bin Khalifa University

HMC

Hamad Medical Corporation

NGS

Next Generation Sequencing

PM

Precision Medicine

PPM

Path towards Precision Medicine awards

QBB

Qatar Biobank

QCRI

Qatar Computing Research Institute

QGP

Qatar Genome Program

QNRF

Qatar National Research Fund

QPMI

Qatar Precision Medicine Institute

QU

Qatar University

TPMT

Thiopurine S-methyltransferase

WCMQ

Weill Cornell Medicine-Qatar
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Executive summary
In 2016, WISH published its forum report on precision medicine “Precision Medicine – A Global Action Plan for Impact.”
Healthcare is undergoing a transformation, and it is imperative to leverage new technologies to generate new data and support
the advent of precision medicine (PM). Recent scientific breakthroughs and technological advancements have improved our
disease knowledge and altered diagnosis and treatment approaches resulting in a more precise, predictive, preventative and
personalised healthcare that is customised for the individual patient. Consequently, the big data revolution has provided an
opportunity to apply artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms to mine such a vast dataset. Additionally, personalised
medicine promises to revolutionise healthcare, with its key goal of providing the right treatment to the right patient at the right
time and dose, and thus the potential of improving quality of life and helping to bring down healthcare costs.
This policy briefing will look in detail at the issues surrounding continued development, sustained investment, risk factors, testing
and approval of innovations for better strategy and faster process. The paper will serve as a policy bridge that is required to
enhance a conscious decision among the powers-that-be in Qatar in order to find a way to harmonise multiple strands of activity
and responsibility in the health arena. The end goal will be for Qatar to enhance public awareness and engagement and to integrate
effectively the incredible advances in research into healthcare systems, for the benefit of all patients.
The PM policy briefing provides concrete recommendations on moving forward with PM initiatives in Qatar and internationally.
Equally important are integration of PM within a primary care setting, building a coalition of community champions through
awareness and advocacy, and finally, communicating PM value, patient engagement/empowerment and education/continued
professional development programmes of the healthcare workforce.
Key recommendations for implementation of precision medicine inside and outside Qatar:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Create community awareness and PM education programmes
Engage and empower patients
Communicate PM value
Develop appropriate infrastructure and information management systems
Integrate PM into standard healthcare system and ensure access to care

PM is no longer futuristic. It is here. Implementing PM in routine clinical care does require some investment and infrastructure
development. Invariably, cost and lack of expertise are cited as barriers to PM implementation. Equally consequential are the
curriculum and professional development of medical care experts.
Policy makers need to lead and coordinate effort among stakeholders and consider cultural and faith perspectives to ensure
success. It is essential that policy makers integrate PM approaches into national strategies to improve health and healthcare
for all.
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Introduction
OVERVIEW
PM in health care

A few years ago, precision medicine (PM) was just a promise
that we all hoped to achieve. It is now a reality for some
diseases like cancer, e.g. the use of the drug imatinib (aka
Gleevec), a small-molecule kinase inhibitor, for chronic
myeloid leukaemia (CML). Here we define PM according to
the most widely used definition from the President’s Council of
Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST): “the tailoring
of medical treatment to the individual characteristics of each
patient to classify individuals into subpopulations that differ in
their susceptibility to a particular disease or their response to
a specific treatment. Preventative or therapeutic interventions
can then be concentrated on those who will benefit, sparing
expense and side-effects for those who will not.”1 This
definition is consistent with the original one2 and adopted
by The European Society for Medical Oncology (ESMO)
Precision Medicine Glossary.3
In a healthcare setting, the individual characteristics used for
patient classification are of several types4:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Traditional clinical phenotypes
Family history
Environmental and lifestyle contributors
Invariable patient-specific characteristics (genetic
make-up)
Variable “omics” characteristics (cell type specific and
vary over time)

The first two types of information are routinely recorded for
each patient in a clinical setting. Environmental and lifestyle
data are usually collected through questionnaires; however,
these are often inaccurate. Increasingly, environmental
and lifestyle measurements are available through wearable
devices,5 which are more practical and provide more detailed
and often higher-quality data for PM purposes, though their
integration with clinical data is still lacking. Data of categories
from points 4 and 5 can be collected by high-throughput
methods, such as next-generation sequencing (NGS)
techniques.6

NGS technology

In 2003, the first human genome sequence was completed at
a cost of $3bn. Since then, NGS methods have gone through
rapid technological development, making cost a mere few
thousand dollars. The continued global efforts to produce
more accurate data, quicker and at an affordable price, led
to sequencing with clinically applicable turnaround time and
radically reduced costs; e.g. genome sequencing can now
be done for less than $1000. As a result, genomic data could
be routinely integrated in healthcare. Other “omics” data are
more difficult to obtain on routine basis due to higher cost,
tissue specificity and variability over time. Reassuringly, many
of these data are highly correlated with each other7; therefore,
current focus is on defining the most informative data and
combination of features for routine tests. Additionally, diseasespecific biomarker panels, derived from a variety of “omics”
data, can be identified and used for diagnosis and potentially
screening.

Population genomics

At a population level, scientific discoveries are often specific
to the ethnic group studied with limited transferability, and
most studies have focused on Western-European or NorthAmerican populations.8 Even global studies, such as the
HapMap9 or the 1000 Genomes Project,10 which aim to
understand human genetic variation, suffer from underrepresentation of certain ethnic groups. For example,
until the start of the Qatar Genome project, there was
no comprehensive information on the genomes of Arab
populations. Today, despite a number of new initiatives, there
is still a need to cover a large and ethnically rich region like
the Middle East.
Isolated populations with high level of endogamy are the
most genetically distinct, and many of the early projects
were in these nations, e.g. deCODE11 in Iceland, SardiNIA12
in Italy and later FarGen in Denmark’s Faroe Islands or in
small nations like Estonia. However, recently there was a
boom of population genomics projects among some of the
larger nations as well. The UK leads the way with over 100
000 genomes already sequenced, but there are large-scale
projects in the USA, China, Australia and Turkey, among
others.
The global promise of PM cannot be achieved if data being
produced do not represent the human populations from
various geographies and ethnicities. Developing countries
do not have the means to take part in this international
endeavour. One important example in this context is the
H3Africa initiative “African genome project,” which is
supported by US National Institutes of Health and the UK’s
Wellcome Trust.
The rich datasets generated by these population genomics
projects will need to be mined in an international effort to
achieve the best health outcomes for all.

PM health economics

Healthcare budgets are limited, and decision makers have
to maximise the health outcome of the whole population with
these resources. Thus, the implementation of PM in health
systems largely depends on its perceived economic value.
PM improves population health through diagnostic tests that
stratify patients for more efficient or safer treatment. Drugs
are prescribed only to the sub-population, which clinically
benefit them, e.g. gefitinib for patients with non-small-cell
lung cancer who carry activating EGFR mutations, and
certain drug prescriptions are avoided for those who are
likely to develop a serious adverse drug reaction (ADR),
e.g. Azathioprine, an immunosuppressive medication,
can cause severe neutropenia in those patients who have
mutated TPMT.13 Prior to clinical practice introduction, a
cost-effectiveness evaluation has to take place that compares
the PM approach to other alternative strategies. In general,
cost-effectiveness studies found that the value of diagnostic
PM stems from its ability to achieve a more precise diagnosis,
coupled with differential targeted therapy options based on it.
Its value for population health also depends on the size of the
sub-population affected by the test.14
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PM challenges

There are a number of challenges facing PM implementation
to harness its full potential. Below we capture some of the
main challenges that present opportunities to improve.
Identification of biomarkers.
Personalised interventions for the prevention of chronic
diseases require robust evidence of efficacy and/or
effectiveness of the new technology when implemented in
healthcare. Validated biomarkers are key in this regard. The
path to validated and qualified biomarkers is strewn with
technical difficulties not to mention cost. The expectation
is that some could be predictive to better target preventive
interventions and avoid adverse events.
Economic evaluation of applications.
In PM, diagnostic and informed medical decisions are based
on an individual’s characteristics, including their clinical
genomic profile. Cost-benefit analysis of genomic applications
or tests remain crucial for wide deployment. Only those tests
with proven efficacy and/or effectiveness and cost savings
should be supported. Evidence of clinical utility provided by
the tests is integral for acceptance, adoption and widespread
usage. Moreover, ethical and social ramifications ought to be
part of the clinical decision-making process, which could pose
a challenge without policy framework or clarity.
Ethical, legal and policy issues.
PM carries with it legal and ethical consequences. A
dedicated effort is necessary to stimulate ethical, cultural
and religious discussions and implement responsible policies
when dealing with healthcare dilemmas and testing results
including facilitating cross collaboration among healthcare
professionals. There is also an increasing need to develop,
further harmonise and integrate dedicated policies into the
existing health systems in a responsible manner, including
offering education opportunities to families and professionals
alike. Introducing a common ethically and legally validated
policy framework could represent one of the drivers needed
to manage a future with increasingly personalised healthcare
and a shift in from disease treatment to prevention to achieve
a truly multidisciplinary approach that can realise the potential
of PM.

PM ROLE IN HEALTH
Rare diseases

Many of the 3500 or so genetic diseases are known to
manifest symptoms within the first few months of a child’s
life. Diagnosis normally is a slow process. The diagnostic
odysseys result in suffering that might otherwise be avoided
with a more rapid and comprehensive solution. NGS can
provide information on virtually any gene in the genome. This
cost-effective test is capable of supporting the diagnosis of
the majority of genetic diseases, thus enabling clinicians to
quickly determine the cause of rare diseases.
Genetic disorders represent a significant source of morbidity
and mortality in populations with high rates of consanguinity,
including in Arab populations. They are estimated to be the

second leading cause of infant mortality in Qatar. Many of the
genetic diseases that plague Arab populations are dissimilar
to other populations; therefore, genetic testing developed
for other populations are of very limited value for the Arab
communities. This unmet need prompted stakeholders in
Qatar to join their efforts to compile a list of conditions that
are specifically documented to cause genetic disease in the
Qatari population along with Qatari-specific genetic variants
revealed by NGS. This information resource provides a
comprehensive genetic variant-disease reference database
not only for Qatar but also for the Arab populations. In turn,
this knowledge along with novel sequencing cases would
be of increasing value for rapid diagnosis of new cases that
present in the subsequent years.

Breast cancer

Breast cancer, the most common cancer among women
worldwide, is a highly complex, heterogeneous and
multifactorial disease. A number of recognised risk factors
contribute to breast cancer development. Above all, genetic
factors play an instrumental role in augmenting risk (box 1).
Therefore, identification of breast cancer susceptibility genes
has significantly improved care practice for cancer patients
by targeting altered genes involved in carcinogenesis and
treatment ineffectiveness.
It is well known that the characteristics of breast cancer
differ among various patients. Indeed, substantial genomic
changes often occur in disease progression from primary
location to metastasis. Thus, it is the genomic analysis and
characterisation of several biomarkers that has revolutionised
the clinical management of patients. These gene alterations
represent a novel target to engineer new therapies for breast
cancer.
Box 1: Breast cancer: incidental BRCA1/2 breast cancer
findings story

Prediction of genetic risk for disease is needed for
preventive medicine. Decreasing NGS cost made
genome-wide analyses affordable to assess variation in
cancer susceptibility genes. The genome sequencing data
provided by the Qatar Genome project and Qatar Biobank
set the stage for cancer genomics studies in Qatar.
Studying the genetic variation of cancer genes in the Qatari
population, researchers from WCMQ, Sidra Medicine and
HBKU-QCRI analysed the genomes of 6000 Qataris.
They obtained sequence details of more than 786 cancer
genes including BRCA1 and BRCA2 that are known to be
responsible for hereditary breast and ovarian cancers.
The analyses revealed the presence of pathogenic
BRCA1/2 mutations in 20 Qatari subjects. Given the high
risk of breast and ovarian cancers in these individuals
and/or other members of their families, a task force was
formed by QPMI and HMC to set up a work plan for
intervention and genetic counselling.
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Qatar initiatives
Personalised healthcare initiatives in Qatar are part of a
coordinated and comprehensive strategy aiming to deliver
world-class future healthcare. Two Qatar foundation entities,
namely Qatar Biobank (QBB) and the Qatar Genome
Programme (QGP), are at the heart of this strategy. Both
have recently merged into one institute, the Qatar Precision
Medicine Institute (QPMI), signalling a shift from supporting
PM endeavours at the basic research level towards clinical
implementation.

Qatar Biobank (QBB)

Established in 2011, QBB is the first population-based
biobank of the Gulf Region and one of the leading ones
globally. The mission of QBB is to act as a central
research platform in Qatar, supporting biomedical
research and pushing to translate outcomes into impactful
preventive, diagnostic and therapeutic practices in
Qatar. QBB aims to recruit more than 60 000 men and
women Qatari nationals and long-term residents (>15
years) aged ≥18 years. It collects multiple samples and
comprehensive information on various health and lifestyle
aspects (deep phenotypic and laboratory analysis data
are collected from apparently healthy participants,
including biofluids for future research purposes) and
follows up its participants over a long period to record any
subsequent health conditions.
Furthermore, QBB started recently to produce multi-omics
data from thousands of its participant samples, making the
Qataris among the most studied populations at the molecular
level. Such comprehensive data will provide scientists and
clinicians with an unprecedented opportunity to have deep
insights into the health of its population and thus have a
strong basis to plan for the future of the health services in
the country.

Qatar Genome Project (QGP)

H.H. Sheikha Moza bint Nasser, Chairperson of Qatar
Foundation, launched the vision for QGP at the WISH
summit in December 2013. To date, QGP’s deliverables
include the sequencing of around 20 000 whole genomes
mainly from QBB samples, assembling the QGP research
consortium with around 150 local and international
researchers to mine QGP and QBB data and establishing
genomic research funding schemes such as the path

towards precision medicine (PPM) awards in collaboration
with the Qatar National Research Fund (QNRF). Other
initiatives include conducting benchmarking surveys for the
general public and healthcare professionals to gauge public
awareness and attitudes towards genomic medicine and
to identify gaps in the healthcare system to bridge before
comprehensive implementation, in addition to initiating
local graduate programmes in genetic counselling, genomic
medicine and various other educational and awareness
schemes.
The current phase of the project, Phase II, will witness the
sequencing of almost 10% of the Qatari population. With the
comprehensive phenotypic data collected at QBB, this would
provide an amount of health-related data that few populations
around the world would have. In 2021, Phase III of the project,
the population phase, will commence aiming at sequencing
100 000 whole genomes (fig 1). In this phase, samples
will also be collected from primary, secondary and tertiary
healthcare centres in Qatar.

Evolution to Qatar Precision Medicine Institute (QPMI)

QGP and QBB have made great strides towards preparing
the scene for the next level of PM implementation at a
national level. This paved the way for the creation of a new
entity that would consolidate national efforts and resources
to harness all achievements and steer in a coordinated
manner towards the realisation of the PM strategy for Qatar.
This new QF entity is the Qatar Precision Medicine Institute
(QPMI).
QPMI will be Qatar’s focal point where all national
stakeholders can come together to help move Qatar into being
a global leader in the clinical implementation of PM. It will
capitalise on the great wealth of data generated by QBB and
QGP and the research results that are giving unprecedented
key insights to translate into impactful clinical measures
directly affecting the health of the local population.
QPMI is working closely with local stakeholders and
healthcare providers on specific first model examples of
clinical implementation of PM. One of these examples is
the Q-Chip (box 2). It contains variants extracted from
the whole genome data provided by Qatar Genome. The
second, more refined version of the Q-Chip V2 will be

Fig 1 | Timeline for Qatar Genome Project (QGP)
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used to analyse clinical samples by HMC. Early examples
include delivering genomic reports to thousands of QBB
participants on dozens of traits related to general health
and wellness besides selected pharmacogenomics variants
associated with the metabolism commonly used drugs
prescribed for cardiovascular disorders, pain management
and cancer.
The Q-Chip – Her Highness Sheikha Moza was presented
with the first “Q-chip” during WISH Summit 2018.

Box 2: Qatar precision medicine: from basic research to
clinical implementation – the Q-chip

Qatar Genome led national efforts to produce the first
version of a Qatar microarray gene chip in 2018. This
chip included hundreds of thousands of gene variants
and disease-associated mutations to be used both for
research and in clinical diagnosis. The chip content was
based on Qatari genetic and genomic data. The Q-chip
was the result of a collaborative work led by Qatar
Genome and involving major local stakeholders including
QBB, WCMQ, HMC and Sidra Medicine.
The Q-chip is an example of how data provided by a
large-scale genome project like QGP can start to deliver
impact at the clinical care level and lead efforts to
introduce precision medicine practices into the healthcare
system. The Q-chip will provide more accurate genetic
testing for a wide range of disorders based on data that
are more relevant to the local population. Currently, Qatar
Genome is working with other stakeholders and the chip
manufacturer (Affymetrix/Thermofisher) to produce the
second version of the Q-chip. This version will have more
refined clinical content and design to suit the local needs
delivering on the promise of precision medicine for the
population and precision healthcare in Qatar.
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Future directions
IMPLEMENTING PRECISION MEDICINE
Current medicine mainly uses a one-size-fits-all approach.
PM transforms the way medicine is practiced and delivered.
PM has the conviction that the same disease manifestation
can have a different cause, course or therapeutic efficacy,
depending on the patient. Therefore, an individualised
approach to each patient is crucial. PM utilises clinical,
genomic, environmental and lifestyle data that are unique for
each patient to prevent, diagnose, including early detection, or
decide on disease treatment.15 16
In order to integrate PM into healthcare practice,17 the
following principles should be considered:
•
•

•
•

•

Healthcare providers, payers, employers and policy
makers, as well as patients and their families, need to have
a better understanding of PM concepts and technologies.
Policies and practices related to patient engagement,
privacy, data protections and other ethical, legal and
societal issues regarding the use of individual molecular
information must be addressed.
Best practices must be established for the collection and
dissemination of evidence demonstrating clinical utility of
PM and ensure the recognition of its value to care.
Effective healthcare delivery infrastructure and data
management systems should be developed and applied
so that individual patient and clinical support information is
comprehensive, useful and user friendly in order to guide
clinical decisions.
Best practices for healthcare delivery approaches,
processes and programme operations that ensure access
to PM must be established and implemented.

Currently, a limited number of studies or surveys have been
conducted that address infrastructure requirements and
challenges for implementing PM. Recently, the Qatar Genome
conducted two national surveys to help better plan for future
PM implementation in Qatar. The first was a population-wide
survey to gauge public awareness and attitudes, while the
other one included healthcare professionals to identify gaps
in the health system that need to be abridged. The main
outcomes of those surveys are summarised below:
(a)

(b)

The vast majority of participants expressed interest in
learning more about their genetic make-up primarily
for health reasons; moreover, a significant proportion
of them (>70%) showed willingness to donate samples
to Qatar Genome national research initiative.
Over 90% of healthcare professionals surveyed
believed that adopting PM practices will provide
better service to their patients. However, they
identified major obstacles that they might face
along the way. The two main challenges were the
need for more training and lack of time to enrol in
such programmes, also the need for more genetic
counsellors to be incorporated within the health
system to act at the interface with patients.

However, globally, a number of potential challenges and
barriers surfaced for deliberation locally and internationally.
These include the following:

(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)
(h)

Lack of awareness, knowledge and value recognition
within the healthcare organisations and the public at
large regarding PM practices, policies and community
support or information is not readily available.
Clinical and economic data demonstrating the value
of new technologies are not clear.
Racial, ethnic, economic and regional disparities are
not appropriately addressed.
Providers do not adequately involve patients/
families in their healthcare decision making, patient
preferences and prevention strategies.
Communication across the continuum of care is
insufficient or breaks down easily.
Medical school curricula on PM are often outdated.
Clinical practice guidelines are based on traditional
medicine and often do not include molecular and
genetic data.
Preventive/primary care is frequently overlooked in
practice.
Important infrastructures for PM, such as genomics,
high-value diagnostic tests and services, and
electronic health records, are not well established.

BUILDING THE FOUNDATION FOR PRECISION
MEDICINE IN THE STATE OF QATAR
Genetics is an important contributor to the complexity of
human physiology. Distinct genetic variants cause conditions
that respond to different treatments yet share a similar set
of symptoms. Without a molecular to determination, it might
not be possible to determine which treatment will be most
effective.18 19 Understanding the patient’s genomic make-up
is crucial for providing optimal care for many diseases.
Clinicians now have access to an increasing array of tests at
their disposal that allow them to assess the condition of their
patients. QBB is the custodian of samples and information
on health and lifestyle from the Qatari population. The
Qatar Genome initiative is mapping the genome of the local
population. These enable the identification of genotypephenotype associations relevant to the Qatari population. To
reiterate, the wealth of such data accelerates innovation and
empowers researchers to make breakthrough discoveries as
well as help policy makers to better plan for future healthcare
directions in Qatar. This will provide unique insights that would
enable the development of precision healthcare in Qatar to
usher in a new era in patient-centric care.

INTEGRATING PRECISION MEDICINE TECHNOLOGY
INTO PRIMARY CARE
With their longitudinal patient relationships, primary care
physicians and their care teams are uniquely situated to
promote preventive medicine, including cancer screening,
management of common chronic diseases such as diabetes
and hypertension, and health education. PM is beginning
to gain ground within the healthcare industry though not all
patients are benefiting from these advances20 or healthcare
officials have been wrestling with the challenge of leveraging
insights from genomics.21 Yet, PM remains undeniably the
field’s future (box 3). Incorporation of medication choices and
PM technology into primary care has significant potential to
lead to improved clinical outcomes. Examples of implementing
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PM technologies into primary care include cancer screening,
premarital testing and genomic sequencing.
PM complements primary care and family physicians’ work.
The debate concerning whether PM ought to be integrated
into primary care is on-going.22 23 In cases where a patient
can acquire their genomic profile, online data minus guidance
from doctors might be dangerous. The primary care setting in
the future may add a new specialty, epigenetic experts who
are a combination of computer programmers and physician
assistants.24
The nature of PM may present numerous barriers to the
incorporation in primary care. The first hurdle involves the
vast complexity and the need for physicians to learn about
a significant range of new tests and novel ways to counsel
patients through probability-based decision. Another barrier,
medical education, professional development and instruction
in PM technology to primary care physicians are vital to PM
penetration and adoption.

PRECISION MEDICINE IN CANCER SCREENING IN
PRIMARY HEALTH CARE
A confluence of forces is driving the demand for the
personalisation of cancer screening recommendations.
Recommendations are increasingly based on individual
patient preferences, medical history, genetic and
environmental risk factors, and level of interaction with

the healthcare system. Current examples include choices
between colonoscopy, faecal testing and emerging tests for
colorectal cancer screening; the use of genetic information
and availability of home self-testing in cervical cancer
screening; the integration of multiple risk factors and patient
preferences to decide the intensity and length of breast
cancer screening; and the issues of smoking cessation; and
finally, competing priorities when deciding whether or not to
pursue lung cancer screening.25 26
Examples of how primary care can be augmented to make
personalised cancer screening a reality is illustrated in fig 2.

GAPS, CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
The overview section identified certain gaps and presented a
few of the challenges encountering PM to become mainstream
in medical practice and public health. Personalised
interventions for the prevention or treatment of diseases
require robust evidence of efficacy and/or effectiveness of the
new technology when implemented in a healthcare setting.

Biomarkers for specific therapies and for chronic
disease prevention

PM uses an individual’s genomic information as part of
their clinical care. Specific biomarkers are used to stratify
populations to assess an individual’s risk or resistance
to disease as well as their potential response to different
treatments. This classification is reliant on companion

Fig 2 | Primary care and personalised cancer screening
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Box 3: Diagnosis of diabetic neuropathy: artificial
intelligence (AI) meets precision medicine

Precision medicine aims to deploy biomarkers to achieve
rapid diagnostic and prognostic capability to enable
targeted and more efficacious treatment.
Diabetes affects ~20% of the Qatari population causing
diabetic neuropathy (DN) in ~35% of the cases and
remains undiagnosed in ~80% of these patients.
Researches from WCMQ, QU and HMC have pioneered
corneal confocal microscopy (CCM) diagnostic, a noninvasive, ophthalmic imaging technique to identify early
subclinical nerve degeneration and regeneration after
therapeutic intervention. They used machine learning
technology to achieve rapid automated quantification of
corneal nerve fibres to clinically classify patients with high
sensitivity and specificity.
This work translates the AI outcome into a clinically
meaningful outcome for rapid objective diagnosis of
early diabetic neuropathy enabling risk factor reduction
to prevent progression of DN to foot ulceration and
amputation. It also has a wide range of other diagnostic and
prognostic applications in neurology as CCM can identify
neurodegeneration in several neurodegenerative conditions.
diagnostics. Nowadays, there is a tendency towards moving
away from the “one test, one drug” model that has defined
companion diagnostics to utilise biomarker panels. There is
also an expectation that this may lead to better targeting of
preventive interventions by defining the disease and targeting
the treatment based on a person’s molecular pathology.27

Optimising precision medicine applications

Sociotechnical analysis concerns

Indeed, personal genomics analysis is a conundrum. There
are ethical complications of testing that are not clear at all
levels. It presents a dilemma in terms of what to report, how
to report it and when to report it. Undoubtedly, there are still
issues that need to be contended with such as personal
privacy and data management security, not to mention the
educational component of conveying information as the
subject needs to be well informed and learn how to deal
with the results. Moreover, from a scientific standpoint, the
predictive value for the vast majority of common health
conditions is weak. We are still a distance from resolving
these matters at the individual, societal and regulatory
levels.29 30

Organisational models

The integration of genomics in other medical specialties
should be promoted through new delivery models
involving different healthcare professionals (medical
specialists, nurses, technicians, etc.) and new
professional roles (i.e. genetic counsellors and genetic
nurses) to guarantee the use and sustainability of existing
and new genomic applications in practice. Additionally,
roles and responsibilities need to be redistributed
among different health professionals to enhance work
performance and standards of care. It is advisable to
define the appropriate model for genetic service provision
in a specific setting according to the type of healthcare
system and the genetic test provided. 31 32 Professional
education/training in genomics medicine, laboratory
quality standards and public awareness are essential
factors for the successful implementation of genomic
applications in practice.

INVESTING IN BUILDING CAPACITY

The penetration of genomic technologies into the clinics is
contributing to the shift towards PM, where medical decisions
are based on an individual’s characteristics, including their
genomic profile. This has made their performance evaluation
crucial to deploy in practice. Genomic applications with
evidence of efficacy, effectiveness and cost-effectiveness
should be utilised in clinical and public health practice.18
A comprehensive evaluation of the value outcomes of the
new technology should also include evidence on the social
aspects, and context-related dimensions to better support the
clinical decision-making process.28

Advancement of PM implies ensuring systems of healthcare
adopt the most technologically and scientifically appropriate
techniques in disease management.33–35 Capacity building
for the adoption of PM could be achieved through various
institutions such as universities, which improve the skills,
tools, knowledge and equipment vendors to implement PM.
Investing in building capacity for PM implementation is vital.36
The universities may enhance capacity building through
teaching various PM courses/workshops such as genomics,
bioinformatics, genetic counselling, etc.

Ethico-legal and policy issues

Bioinformatics remains fundamental to PM to make a final
diagnosis.37 Clearly, an efficient bioinformatics architecture is
required in supporting PM to analyse, manage and record all
the information collected.35 It must be emphasised that PM’s
success relies on the access of quality patient data.28

The implementation of genomic testing in PM carries legal
and ethical consequences. Clinical implementation has dealt
an ethical dilemma to practitioners both in the West and in
the Islamic World. The two main ethical predicaments revolve
around the extent of information sharing: (1) significance and
interpretation of findings called “variants of unknown significance”
and (2) results disclosure of unintended findings termed
“incidental findings.” Religion plays a key role in this region at
all levels. There is a necessity to consider: the family need for
genetic counselling, the marital consequences and the effects on
offspring. To benefit from PM, stakeholders in genetic testing and
family members’ notification need to be carefully aligned.29 30

Bioinformatics

Genomics counselling

Genomic counsellors possess specialised education. Their
knowledge offers personalised information that assists people
in making informed decisions concerning health. Counselling
supports implementation of PM and may have a significant
impact on public health practice at large as the population
shares their health information.38
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Clinical genetics

Clinical genetics involves the diagnosis and management
of inherited illnesses. Genetics and bioinformatics combine
to confirm accurate diagnostics and ensure proper, early
treatment, thus evading unnecessary cost and wasted time.

RAISING AWARENESS OF PRECISION MEDICINE
Raising awareness about PM and how it can be used to
deliver better healthcare is extremely important in efforts to
further integrate PM into clinical practice.

Public awareness and engagement campaigns

Efforts are needed to raise understanding of PM, through
public awareness and engagement campaigns. Warner
et al.39 argue that the greater availability of information for
the public, the higher the chance of creating awareness
among them considering genomics technical complexity
and PM approaches. The public ought to be made aware
of the customisation of healthcare as misinformation and
propagation of fake news through social networks may distort
the PM value.40

Trained community volunteers

In some cases, raising awareness is done through trained
community volunteers, “influencers,” who are qualified to
offer impactful connections to the healthcare systems and the
community as they deliver and disseminate health information
to the public since the method enhances public knowledge.41
The volunteers engage communities through public
communication/education campaigns to explain PM concept.28
These individuals address the continuing gaps in health
literacy, thus empowering community members to make
informed decisions regarding PM management, therapies and
research.

Project public acceptance

This concept involves building consensus within the society
concerning enhanced awareness of PM. The project relies on
the Ministry of Education curriculum being taught at schools or
higher institutions. The inclusion of PM concepts in the school
curriculum will help people learn about it from a tender age
and getting to understand the customisation of healthcare.32
Many governmental initiatives to gain public acceptance may
be achieved through school visits, where the students are
informed on the pros and cons of PM as well as its application
to a patient.42

CONTINUOUS EDUCATION OF HEALTH PROVIDERS
AND PROFESSIONALS
Engaging healthcare professionals is important for the
transition towards a PM-based healthcare. Most healthcare
practitioners have not had a formal training in genomics

Box 4: Precision medicine education story: a nurse
perspective

I work as a staff nurse in the cardiac rehabilitation unit at
the Heart Hospital, HMC. I completed my undergraduate
study in nursing at the University of Calgary in Qatar and
recently completed my MSc degree in Genomics and
Precision Medicine at HBKU.
My goal at the cardiac rehabilitation is to promote and
educate patients about heart disease risk factors and
about healthy lifestyle. This programme helped me to build
my knowledge and gave me the tools I needed to be more
confident at performing my job at HMC. By incorporating
what I learned at HBKU in patients’ care plans, we can
provide tailored, personalised care for each patient.
My plans involve doing more research related to heart
disease using precision medicine.
Dalal Alsharshani, MSc
PhD Candidate
Genomics and Precision Medicine, HBKU
and other omics-based technologies that provide the
means for precision medicine. Therefore, they do not
feel comfortable with ordering such tests or interpreting
the results for their patients. Upon launching the QGP
project, Qatar has invested in graduate-level training of
professionals who will be able to make use of the genomic
data (box 4).
HBKU Programme. The Genomics and Precision Medicine
MSc and PhD programmes at the Hamad Bin Khalifa
University (HBKU) aim to develop researchers
who can derive new genomics insights that can be
translated into the clinics.
QU Programme. Qatar University (QU) offers MSc in
Genetic Counselling that trains professionals who can
effectively advise patients and their families about a
range of genetic conditions.
While these programmes help with capacity building for PM,
they do not fully address the knowledge gap for healthcare
practitioners, as there are only a few of them, who can take
a sufficiently long time out to enrol in these programmes.
Shorter, more targeted training opportunities are required to
reach a broader medical audience. Continuing professional
development (CPD) activities and multi-module courses are
ideal for that. HBKU has recently held its first CPD symposium
on “Genomics in Clinical Applications” to start a series of
genomics and PM-related CPD activities.
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Key policy recommendations
The following are the key recommendations for
implementation of precision medicine in the State of Qatar
and other countries.

•
•

VALUE RECOGNITION
•
•
•
•

Conduct PM economic impact studies that are meaningful
to stakeholders.
Develop standards as well as measurable targets for
comparative effectiveness studies.
Design and implement research studies that demonstrate
the cost and benefits in areas of unmet need.
Develop and implement proactive policies that incentivise
healthcare providers for optimising treatments based on
individual patient characteristics.

INFRASTRUCTURE AND INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT
•

•
•
•
•

Coordinate institutional policies and processes that assure
effective communications through the continuum of care
and across research and clinical programmes and develop
an effective process for making programmatic decisions.
Develop proactive policies to incentivise data sharing
and facilitate real-time data exchange for learning health
systems.
Include each patient’s clinically actionable variants within
electronic health records.
Assure that all medical data, clinical support and outcomes
information are captured, standardised and interoperable
across multiple platforms.
Develop and implement customisable, user-friendly
platforms to input data and provide clinical support
information to physicians in a way that saves time and
resources.

ENSURING ACC ESS TO CARE
•

•

Develop policies that ensure clinical guidelines and
support technologies are focused on providing the best
treatment strategies for individual patients and are
regularly updated.
Ensure that professional fees for PM services are
adequate.

Ensure access to experts and counsellors where
appropriate streamlining the process for their inclusion in
patient care.
Develop and implement a PM healthcare system-wide
approach and delivery models.

CREATING COMMUNITY AWARENESS AND
EDUCATION PROGRAMMES
•
•

•

•
•

Develop online educational information and social media
platforms to raise awareness of PM events, activities and
new technologies that address stakeholders’ needs.
Organise collaborative forums to develop and agree
upon a common lexicon regarding PM and agree upon
consistent themes for communications based on scientific
evidence and value.
Provide healthcare professional groups and patient
support organisations with PM information and educational
materials, and actively manage multiple communication
and dissemination channels.
Identify physicians, pharmacists and community leaders
to engage patients and participate in regional events that
raise awareness and promote precision medicine.
Update medical and pharmacy schools’ curricula to
integrate PM concepts and develop PM continuing medical
education (CME) programmes.

PATIENT ENGAGEMENT AND EMPOWERMENT
•
•
•
•
•

Include patient representatives in the development
of proactive policies and practices related to patient
protections and the use of individual molecular information.
Implement state-of-the-art cyber-security measures
related to individual molecular information.
Develop programmes to explain diagnostic test results to
patients; provide them with recommendations and easy
access to related information and counselling services.
Incorporate patient-reported outcomes through multiple
channels to capture and better understand patient
experiences.
Design clinical trials with diverse research participants
that include persons of various ethnicities, races, ages and
genders to better inform the value of a specific treatment
option for any given patient.
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Conclusion
Preparing the public, healthcare professionals and policy
decision makers to the future of medicine is critical.
Incrementally, the healthcare system is departing from
traditional medicine. The promise of PM is so great; for a
moment, it seems so intimidating. Distinctively, it builds on data,
analytics and AI. It also requires trust among stakeholders and
patients to harness the benefits of precision medicine.
The value and success of PM is evident in cancer treatment
and genomics, and PM will continue to do so. However,
organisations have shown limited establishment of PM
programmes in the past, with implementation cost and
lack of expertise as the most commonly cited barriers.
Additional barriers include limited resources, test turnaround
time, lack of knowledge among healthcare professionals
and communication challenges. In summary, despite the
potential of precision medicine to transform healthcare, the
adoption of PM in practice has been slow, in large part due
to the lack of evidence of clinical utility provided by tests.
Other interrelated factors include evidence of test costeffectiveness, limited insurance coverage and inadequate
regulatory framework.
It is essential that policy makers integrate PM approaches into
national strategies to improve healthcare. These approaches
will ultimately merge with efforts to address rising rates of
non-communicable diseases (NCDs), expand health data
infrastructure and connectivity, develop genomic data policy,
increase diagnostic capacity and create biobanks that hold
both physical and digital resources.
Technology and innovations in medicine aim to help all
patients globally, providing evidence for particular conditions
that need to be personally considered, involving the patient’s
decision while treating, predicting and preventing disease.
The purpose should be to have precision medicine available
everywhere at any time for everyone.
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